Sirian - Anunnaki Partnership?

Monday, July 20, 2009
The title of this chapter was supposed
to be “Prayers for the Ascension,” but
there is new information to relay about
alien agendas and the technology that
they use to track humans [particularly
those who pray]. Through trial and
error, I have discovered workarounds
that I will need to describe in a future
chapter.
This was one of the most difficult chapters to write because the information
about alien trespassing is overwhelming. The technology that has been developed by advanced races is horrifying.
What’s even more disturbing is the fact
that it’s been allowed to continue for
eons. I can understand the need for free
will and the need for a non-interference
principle but there’s a point where these
do not justify the control and domination of races who are less developed.
Prayers as Weapons
As you’ll read in this chapter, I have
asked God to re-vise the Law of NonInterference and add a “threshold
clause” that protects those who may be
exploited by advanced beings. I’m also
questioning the existing Ascension
Prayer program in its present form—
due to the fact that advanced beings
have been able to use aspects of proPart X, Chapter X
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gram to track those who Pray. This
chapter will describe what’s happened
and readers will be able to understand
the need to say short protection Prayers
that are required as a shield from those
who have figured out how to use the
Prayer schedule and other aspects of the
Program—as weapon enhancements.
Westphalian Sovereignty
In Chapter 12, I wrote about
Westphalian sovereignty—a
principle that arose out of treaties
signed in 1648 in Europe—after the
Thirty Years War and Eighty Years
War. Westphalian sovereignty involves three key principles:

been trespassing on Earth for the last
25 million years. Not only have they
trespassed, they have also kept themselves hidden—something that makes
them equivalent to snipers.
When Americans declared their
independence, claimed sovereignty and
rejected allegiance to the British monarchy, colonists knew that George III
and Great Britain were on the other
side of the Atlantic ocean. Relatively
few people ever saw the King, but they
knew he existed. In contrast, Earth’s

Sovereignty and the right of
political self determination
Equality between states
Non-intervention of one state in
the internal affairs of another state

I also wrote that from the 20th century onward, supranational institutions on Earth have been slowly
unraveling the principle of Westphalian sovereignty saying that it is
“outdated.” After spending weeks
dealing with “zaps” due to my
Prayers and thinking about the
ethics involved in Non-intervention,
I realized that 17th Century Earth
humans were more highly developed than the alien races who have

During the Revolutionary War period, the colonists
were very aware of the British army (the King’s
“regulars”). Paul Revere is famous in American history
as a messenger who took a “midnight ride” to warn
colonists just before the battles of Lexington and
Concord. His famous “Midnight Ride” occurred on the
night of April 18/April 19, 1775 and the warning he
helped delilver [with two other riders] allowed the
American militia to repel the British troops at Concord,
Massachusetts.
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alien controllers are invisible—and
have been for millions of years. Just as
the British used their naval superiority
to capture coastal cities during the
Revolutionary War, so too have the
aliens [Sirians and other races] used
advanced technology to prevent
humans from communicating with
God. To learn more, I asked:
“Are You God? [3 variations].
“Yes.”
“Are aliens using aspects of the
Ascension Program to identify humans
who Pray?”
“Yes.”
“Are twelve compatible numbers,
addresses, times for starting Prayers—
all designed to confirm a person’s
identity?
“Yes.”
“Does the interference increase the
more a person Prays?”
“Yes.”
“Have simultaneous Prayers and the
need to repeat the same words been
used against those who Pray?”
“Yes.”
“Is the solution to abandon
simultaneous Prayer?”
“No.”
“Is the solution to develop a ‘defense
Prayer’ to recite a few minutes before a
15 minute Sun event?”
“Yes.”
“Does this extra safeguard imply that
the Ascension Prayer program needs to
Part X, Chapter X
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be revised to prevent dark races from
exploiting those who Pray?”
“Yes.”
“Will the present system with added
‘safety’ workarounds work for this
Ascension?”
“Yes.”
“Are the God action words that I’ve
been given the only words that may
be used?”
“No.”
“Do You respond to any verb?”
“Yes.”
“Do you respond to informal
language?”
“Yes.”

Digital image of Earth taken on September 9, 1997 by
the Laboratory of Atmospheres at NASA’s Goddard
Space Center in Greenbelt, Maryland [generated using
three Earth-observing satellites]. The color scheme
used shows heavy vegetation as green and sparse
vegetation as yellow. The height and depths of valleys
have been exaggerated by 50 times so a vertical relief
is visible. The Moon is an artistic addition that is twice
it’s relative size. Source: http://visibleearth.nasa.gov.

“Can additional Prayers be composed
and recited at each Sun event to
enhance protection and address individual needs?”
“Yes.”
Additional concepts about an “extra
safeguard” prayer are presented in this
chapter. Instructions for composing
additional Prayers and samples—are
included in the next chapter.
Irritation That Led to Questions
There have been several times when I
have felt a great deal of anger over
what I’ve learned. P.M.H Atwater says
tolerance is an Indigo’s positive signature and that anger is their negative
signature. On days that my body aches
from zapping and I feel like I’ve been
pushed to the limit, I’ve screamed at
God and asked Him why this situation
was allowed to deteriorate. I understand the concepts of non-intervention
and free will but it seems that there
should be some ‘override’ when races
are exploited. To understand this issue,
I asked:

“Are You God? [3 variations].
“Yes.”
“Are You intervening to help humans?
“Yes.”
“Did You wait too long?”
“Yes.”
“Has the delay been due to the Law
of Non-Interference?”
2
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“Yes.”
“Is the Law, in its present form,
outdated?”
“Yes.”
Updating the Law of Intervention
There have been many times in my life
that I have defended someone who was
either been bullied or exploited—and
who could not speak for themselves.
Yesterday, I screamed at a lawn chemical technician as he was about to spray
toxic chemicals in front of my apartment building. I told him he was about
to kill invisible soil life—and most
likely harm birds and other wildlife.
I happened to be in a rage over alien
trespassers and also disgusted at the
what I assume are millions of STO
beings who ignore planets that are
exploited and/or dominated because it’s
“not their concern.” If we do not
protect as much of life as we can—
from any entity that harms—then we
are not supporting The Law of One.
If Earth has had trespassers for twentyfive million years, there must be two
groups of races who know what is
taking place—the trespassers and a
second category of non-trespassers
who know there’s trespassing taking
place. Twenty-five million years is a
long time for trespassing and ignoring
trespassers. It seems as though the Law
of Non-intervention has become a conPart X, Chapter X
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venient device for the non-trespassers
to ignore what takes place on Earth.
Questions helped me determine if I’m
correct:

“Can the Law be changed to include
a threshold for manipulation—beyond
which intervention becomes a
necessity?”
‘Yes.”
“Are there races who would disagree
with such a change?”
“Yes.”

In a Star Trek Next Generation episode called
Symbiosis that aired April 18, 1988, the Star Trek writers
created what has become a famous quote about
non-interference. I believe that the writers’ script is
flawed. They failed to explain that there are circumstances that absolutely require intervention.
Captain Picard told Doctor Beverly Crusher, ”Beverly,
the Prime Directive is not just a set of rules; it is a
philosophy... and a very correct one. History has
proven again and again that whenever mankind
interferes with a less developed civilization, no matter
how well intentioned that interference may be, the
results are invariably disastrous.”

“Do these races use Non-intervention
as an excuse to ignore what has
happened to humans?”
“Yes.”
In the Ra Material, Ra said that 150
people Ascended during the last
Ascension cycle. In Session 22 on
February 10, 1981, the following
exchanges were recorded::
Questioner: How many people
populated the Earth totally at
that time; that is, were incarnate
in the physical at any one time?
Ra: I am Ra. I am assuming that
you intend to query regarding
the number of incarnate mind/
body/spirit complexes at the end
of the second major cycle, this
number being approximately
345,000 entities.
Questioner: Approximately how
many were harvestable out of
that total number at the end of
the cycle?
Ra: I am Ra. There were approximately 150 entities harvestable.
To check if the numbers recorded in
the Ra Material are correct, I asked
“Was the total Earth population
345,000 at the end of the last cycle?”
“Yes.”
“Is it true that only 150 people
Ascended?”
“Yes.”
3
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“Would Ra have used the word
‘harvestable’?”
“No.”
“Are there more details to the story?”
“Yes.”

“Was the addition of a threshold
clause included in my requests this
morning at Sun Rise?”
“Yes.”
“Have You added a threshold clause
to the Law of Non-Intervention?”
“Yes.”
A Threshold Clause
“Have You intervened?”
Adding what I call a “threshold clause” “Yes.”
to the Law of Non-Intervention would
“Is threshold clause intervention
accomplish two important goals. It
considered an emergency?”
would protect groups who are manipu“Yes.”
lated by more advanced races, and
“Will You need to rely on anyone to
also help identify those who use Nondo the intervening?”
intervention as an excuse to turn their
“No.”
back on those who are manipulated. To “Does intervention still require
verify if I am correct, I asked:
requests from 12% of the population?”
“No.”
“Are You God? [3 variations].
“Will one request be sufficient?”
“Yes.”
“Would a threshold clause in the Law “Yes.”
of Non-Intervention help identify those “Should the one request be spread out
over a total of twelve Sun Rise and
who are loyal to The Law of One?”
Sun Down Sun events?”
“Yes.”
“Has there ever been a threshold clause “Yes.”
“Is this what Akanaton taught the
in he Law of Non-Intervention?”
Egyptians?”
“No.”
“Yes.”
“Have the alien races that have been
“Has history incorrectly interpreted
trespassing on Earth for twenty-five
million years far exceeded any reason- this as Sun worship?”
“Yes.”
able threshold?”
“Are twelve consecutive Prayers more
“Yes.”
powerful than one?”
“Would all of the races who have
“Yes.”
ignored Earth be considered disloyal
“Does one Prayer have 1/12th of the
to The Law of One once a threshold
power of the total?”
clause is added?”
“Yes.”
“Yes.”
Part X, Chapter X
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Simultaneous vs. Individual Needs
Given that alien ‘trackers’ are using
technology to scan the words in my
Prayers, I have been re-composing
unique Prayers for the balance of the
fifteen minutes after I recite the Prayer
that I presented in Chapter 6.
Using a thesaurus, I re-compose with
as many different words as I can—so
the Prayers cannot be tracked. Samples
and instructions will be provided in the
next chapter. To determine if this is a
correct strategy, I asked:
“Are You God? [3 variations].
“Yes.”
“Should readers continue to say the
Prayer that I presented in Chapter 6?”
“Yes.”
“Does this Prayer have flaws?”
“Yes.”

History has inaccuratly recorded that Akanaton taught
the Egyptians to worship the Sun. The fact that twelve
consecutive Prayers said at Sun events are more
powerful than one relates to energy available at these
fifteen minute intervals #2508530.
4
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“Does it still work?”
“Yes.”
“Is there extra power when a
simultaneous is recited?”
“Yes.”
Consolidating Energy of Twelve
I have discovered that Prayers said
across twelve Sun events leaves a person vulnerable to alien attack. There
is some strength noticeable at the
11th Sun event but the full strength
of a Prayer does not occur until it is
recited for the 12th time. As a result,
I proposed a “consolidate” request
or something similar using a similar
verb—that asks God build the power
of 12 consecutive Prayers into one—
due to alien attacks. To check to see if
He would be willing to accept a “consolidate” request, I asked:

Twelve-compatible numbers help the controllers track
people who say Prayers for the Ascension. The answer
is not to give up the “twelve” but to compose an extra
Protection Prayer that will be described in Chapter 14
#7745631.

Part X, Chapter X
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“Due to the almost impossible situation of avoiding alien attacks over
a sequence of twelve requests, can a
“consolidate” request be composed
that ramps up the power of a Prayer?”
“Yes.”
“Will this make a Prayer’s power
equivalent to one that is recited over
12 Sun events?”
“Yes.”
“Should versions of “extra” Prayers
continue to be recited over twelve [or
more] Sun events?”
“Yes.”
Even though God accepted a “consolidate” request, there are many reasons
for continuing Prayers at both Sun
events. The alien “problem” still exists
and their ability to saturate a home or
other environment with booby traps is
considerable. For example, they have
been creating synthetic life forms that
are both visible and invisible for millions of years. These life forms can
behave like robots and deliver painful
bursts of energy or implants that are
timed to go off during activities such
as work on the computer or even preparation of Prayers. To verify that I am
correct about this, I asked:
“Are You God? [3 variations].
“Yes.”
“Does the complexity of booby trap/
ambushes require as many ‘extra
steps’ as possible to create a ‘God
shield?’”

“Yes.”
My attacks have been so bad that
I have been sleeping in a six-sided
Mezuzah that I created in the vestibule of my apartment. I also still wear
God’s name taped in six places [six
directions] on my body.
Yesterday, I taped God’s name on the
bottom of my left foot for the ‘down’
position and forgot that there’s an
added benefit to switching this to the
right foot at night [after Sun Down].
Although my Prayers have helped me
to start sleeping in my bed again, I
woke up feeling weak and realized
that I had forgotten to place God’s
name on the sole of my right foot. An
easy solution is to tape God’s name on
the sole of both feet until bathing.
Although it’s annoying, I also continue to wear a latex rubber glove on the
left hand during the day and on the
right hand at night. Rubber sole shoes
and slippers are also a protection.
Rubber is for insulating energy fields.
It’s hard to explain, but there is a noticeable difference in energy when the
gloves are not worn.
Prayer Safeguards
I have often wondered if other people
will need to create a six-sided Mezuzah, wear God’s name on their bodies
or wear latex rubber gloves to protect
the energy of their dimensional bodies
5
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To check on these questions, I asked:
“Are You God? [3 variations].
“Yes.”
“Will the Prayer safeguards that I’ve
developed:
• Consolidated Prayers
• Safeguard Prayer before a Sun
Event start
• Additional safety Prayers said onthe-fly during the balance of time in
a Sun event
provide enough protection—making a
six-sided Mezuzah unnecessary?”
“No.”
“Will the level of protection be
different for different people?”
“Yes.”
“Will some need a six-sided Mezuzah
[particularly as one begins to say
Ascension Prayers]?”
“Yes.”
I papered the vestibule of my apartment with 8 1/2 X 11 sheets of paper
that have 9 columns of God’s name in
24 point type. I used masking tape to
hang each sheet on the room’s five
surfaces including the door to my
apartment and a closet door. I also
used strapping tape to attach fourcolumn strips to two area rugs and
created a shade with the same paper
for a light fixture. It was a difficult job.
When I finished, I thought how great it
would be if a wallpaper manufacturer
would make “God” wallpaper.
Part X, Chapter X
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A six-sided Mezuzah made with sheets of paper
containing God’s name provided relief from energy
attacks and a safe place to sleep for almost a month.

there have been less than 12 recited.
While a “consolidation” request offers
extra power, space and time are both
full of booby traps due to alien access
to time lines. My solutions have been
mostly pieced together from “guessestimates” about solutions—and then
trial and error experiments. Because I
have been attacked almost non-stop for
seven months, there has been a lot of
opportunity to experiment.
Calculating “Shield” Strength

My latest “estimate” deals with calculating when a Prayer that has not been
recited at twelve Sun events—expires.
Knowing the approximate time that a
Prayer expires is a time that an “extra”
Prayer can be composed—as a defense
against nasty attacks. To clarify if I am
correct about how to calculate when a
Prayer expires, I asked:
“Are You God? [3 variations].
“Yes.”
“Does the first Prayer that has 1/12th
of the power of the total—expire after
one hour?”
“Yes.”
“Does the second Prayer that has
2/12ths of the power of the total—
Tuesday, July 21, 2009
expire after two hours?
“Yes.”
Regardless of a “body Mezuzah” or
“Can this system be tampered with?”
rubber gloves, there’s a noticeable shift “Yes.”
that occurs at the hour of the day when “Do Prayers recited between
a Prayer “expires” due to the fact that

“Do you recommend wearing Your
name in six positions on the body [six
directions] for added protection?”
“Yes.”
“Do you recommend rubber gloves
and rubber-soled shoes for protecting
dimensional energy fields?”
“Yes.”
For additional instructions on saying
consolidated Prayers, saying a Safeguard Prayer before a Sun event and
composing unique individual Prayers
during the balance of time in a Sun
event, see Chapter 14.
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to be annoying at first and I resented
the need to invent new Prayers but it
became easier and easier. A thesaurus
is almost a necessity. If you need to
write Prayers out ahead of time, write
them as light as possible in pencil and
skip words that you know you will
remember. To verify that I am correct
about this strategy, I asked:
“Do the controllers see me compose
Prayers?”
“Yes.”
“Do light pencil, and messy
handwriting help?”
“Yes.”
I’ve provided samples of Prayers in
Chapter 14.

Time lines track events before they
happen giving aliens a very unfair
advantage over humans. Although a
time line device is beyond the limit of
my imagination, I know that the controllers have an ability to pre-determine my location. Although there is
more than one time line [they are
“probable” and not exact], the ability to
read the future gives aliens a very unfair advantage over humans. To check
God’s energy can protect similar to this image of the
USS Voyager’s deflector shield that is repelling a burst
that I am correct about this, I asked:
from an enemy weapon. Source: Star Trek Wiki.
“Are You God? [3 variations].
“Yes.”
“Are voice prints, thoughts and
patterns of behavior all trackable?”
Sun Rise and Sun Down last for
“Yes.”
twelve minutes?”
“Are there other characteristics that
“Yes.”
Scanning and Time Lines
are trackable?”
“Would it be a good idea to calculate
“Yes.”
when a Prayer expires—and reinforce Once a person starts to pray using
“Colors?”’
a ‘God shield’ with some extra Prayers Prayers that contain God words, alien
“Yes.”
of protection?”
scanners can pick up a voice imprint,
“Yes.”
thoughts, and clothing as well as habitu- “Have my neutral colors been
trackable?”
al
patterns
[e.g.
route
to
work,
favorite
Due to the extreme amount of tamperfoods, locking car doors, etc.]. The list of “Yes.”
ing, a ‘twelve minute’ Prayer can in“Have my neutral colors been a
clude a request for ‘consolidating’ the traceable habitual patterns is large and
necessity due to energy sensitivity?”
it’s databased. Recently, I have realstrength of a ‘twelve hour’ Prayer.
ized—that the alien scanner is the reason “Yes.”
“Is this a nasty trap?”
“Should each of these Prayers be
why I was given the information about
unique so they’re not tracked?”
“alternates” for Chapter 2. There’s never “Yes.”
“Should a Prayer be composed to block
“Yes.”
enough alternating that can be done to
[or some similar verb] all trackable
“Can a ‘consolidate’ request be added avoid alien scanners picking up a patcharacteristics from alien scanners?”
to extend twelve minutes to twelve
tern—at least not with my limited pos“Yes.”
hours?”
sessions that are the result of
“Am I just beginning to learn how to
“Yes.”
discarding all blue and all red.
avoid alien interference?”
I found composing Prayers on-the-fly
Part X, Chapter X
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Volume 2, in a section called “The History of the Sirian Experiment,” in
Chapter 17, he writes:
On April 10, 1972, my spirit walked
into the body of Bernard Perona,
the person who was in the body
before I entered.
Note: Drunvalo’s latest book,
published in 2008, is titled,
Serpent of Light—indicating that
he is most likely Reptilian.
Alien technology can scan voice prints, thoughts,
habits, and colors in clothing. I suspect that they can
What follows are people at every one of
also produce sophisticated IF, THEN loops to program your destinations—wearing blue clothes
energy attacks based on these trackable characterisor driving blue vehicles [the color fretics—the most important of which are words in
quency used to zap]. Some wear clothes
Prayers.
or drive vehicles that are red [the color
frequency used to magnetically ‘collect’
blue energy]. To learn more about
“Yes.”
walk-ins and what seem to be ambush“Is there a lot more to learn?”
es, I asked:
“Yes.”
“Will I learn what I need to know and “Are You God? [3 variations].
“Yes.”
be able to relay it to others?”
“Is Drunvalo a Reptilian?”
“Yes.”
“Yes.”
Alien Walk-ins
Do most alien races have the ability to
take possession of human body’s?
Once you are picked up by an alien
“Yes.”
scanner [most likely Sirian—due to their “Did Drunvalo choose Bernard Perona
advanced technology], you begin to
and just take over?”
encounter what I believe are aliens who “Yes.”
have walked-in to human bodies much “Is Bernard Perona still present?”
like Drunvalo Melchizedek admits to
“Yes.”
walking into the body of Bernard
“Does Drunvalo occupy his body
Perona on April 10, 1972. In Ancient
100% of the time?”
Secret of the Flower of Life [2000],
“Yes.”
Part X, Chapter X
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“Are there body takeovers that occupy a
body part time?”
“Yes.”
Walk-in Books and Televison
There are about a dozen New Age books
that say walk-ins are ‘high-minded”
souls who “desperately” want to incarnate into an adult body at this moment
in world history. Walk-ins were even
featured on the June 4, 1999 segment of
Robert Stack’s Unsolved Mysteries.
Ruth Montgomery, a journalist-turnedNew Age-writer, who channeled book
content from a group of guides, may
have been the first to write books
about walk-ins. Her guides gave the
impression that they’re disincarnate
beings. To find out if Ruth’s guides
were aliens, I asked:
“Are You God? [3 variations].
“Yes.”
“Were Ruth Montgomery’s guides
aliens who posed as disincarnates?”
“Yes.”
“Were they the Arcturians that she
wrote about in her book, Aliens Among
Us?”
“Yes.”
“Are Arcturians Anunnaki Reptilians?”
“Yes.”
Ruth Montgomery’s second book about
walk-ins, Herald of A New Age [1987],
says over 10,000 walk-ins would be arriving in the ‘next decade’ to prepare us
8
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Ruth Montgomery’s Strangers Among Us [1984] is a
book about walk-ins that appears on the Nibiruan
Councils’ recommended reading list. Ruth wrote two
books about walk-ins and a book about aliens. She
received the content of her books through automatic
writing. In her book, “Herald Of A New Age,” published in 1987, Ruth’s guides told her that walk-ins
would be coming in increasing numbers during the
next decade to “prepare us” for the coming New
World Order.
Ruth’s book, Aliens Among Us, is mostly about
Arcturians who Dr. Norma Milanovich decribed in her
book, We the Arcturians —channeled to her by Thoth.

for the “coming of the New World
Order.” In 1987, Americans had not yet
experienced any hints of what a “New
Order” meant. George Bush senior did
not use the expression “New World
Order” until 1990 in a speech that he
gave to Congress. Referring to the war
in the Persian Gulf, he said:
Out of these troubled times, our
fifth objective—a new world order
—can emerge: a new era—freer
from the threat of terror, stronger
in the pursuit of justice, and more
secure in the quest for peace.
Part X, Chapter X
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I wondered if New Age writers working in 3D had been duped—or, even
controlled by walk-ins. To learn more, I
asked:
“Are You God? [3 variations].
“Yes.”
“Was Ruth Montgomery manipulated?”
“Yes.”
“Did aliens identify her as someone
who could produce more than a dozen
New Age books with content that they
controlled through channeling?”
“Yes.”
“Should readers of this e-book learn to
use a pendulum to check [and re-check]
the accuracy of the content?”
“Yes.”
Who Are the Arcturians?
Ruth Montgomery’s Aliens Among Us,
published in 1985, contains chapters
about Sirian and Arcturian walk-ins
who were introduced by her guides.
The walk-ins who Ruth interviewed
for her book refer to the “Ashtar Command” that shows up on Google as the
“airborne division of the Great White
Brotherhood of Light led by “Jesus/
Lord Sananda.”
Several of the Ashtar Command Webs
sites describe Jesus/Lord Sananda as
the “Jesus, the Christ” and refer to a
second coming. Normal Milanovich’s
book, We the Arcturians, provides hints
that the second coming will occur at

the Ascension. Norma, who received
help from Thoth when she wrote her
book, wrote details about the second
coming from the point-of-view of an
Arcturian named Juluionno. In a section about the 2nd coming, Norma’s
readers learn that Sananda, Jesus
Christ, will “lead his lambs through a
portal” that will not be open again for
another 26,000 years. To find out more
information about Sananda and the
portal, I asked:
“Are You God? [3 variations].
“Yes.”
“Is Sananda Jesus Christ who leads
the Reptilian Ashtar Command the
same being as the Christian Jesus?”
“No.”
“Are the Sirians and Anunnaki
Reptilians planning to stage a
second coming at the Ascension?”
“Yes.”
“Is the portal where Sananda is
planning to “lead his lambs” a fake
portal and a fake Ascension?”
“Yes.”
“Will those who follow Sananda
through the fake portal survive?”
“No.”
Newest Walk-ins: “Otherkin”
Internet youth culture has evolved a
new form of walk-in called “Otherkin”
that sprung up on UseNet in the 1980s
and has evolved to include Web
9
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“Are You God? [3 variations].
“Yes.”
“Are humans who identify with
vampires, weres, demons, angels,
fae, elves and dragons hosting aliens
Otherkin identify with vampires,
who have walked-in?”
weres, demons, angels, fae [also
“Yes.”
known as fairies], elves and dragons. “Are they from Earth’s lower astral
Meetup.com lists 34 Otherkin groups realms?”
around the world [approximately
“Yes.”
2,000 people as of this writing], most “Are some of these beings the
are vampire groups—and most are
result of experiments?”
located in the United States. The cities “Yes.”
with the largest groups of people who “Are some of these beings the
believe they are real vampires include result of curses?”
Los Angeles, Las Vegas, Melbourne, “Yes.”
Houston and Toronto. To learn about “Are their circumstances all
these groups, I asked:
different?”
“Yes.”
“Were some once guardians?”
“Yes.”
“Have they been mistreated?”
“Yes.”
“Is the human still present in a
shared body?”
“Yes.”
“Are the walk-ins halves the result of
the ‘Sirian Experiment’?”
“Yes.”
“Did the beams of energy fracture the
auras of all life on the planet?”
“Yes.”
“Was this an accident?”
The Otherkin Dating site is owned by an Elven, the most “No.”
common type of Otherkin. In the world of Otherkin,
“Was the migration of lower astral
elvins are defined as elves, dwarves, pixies, and
beings and the body possession that
halflings.
portals, Wikis, Meetups and dating
sites for people who believe that they
have a part [mental or spiritual] of
themselves that is not human.

Part X, Chapter X
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followed considered to be a tool to help
identify Azurites?”
“Yes.”
“Is this because lower astral beings
and aliens cannot take possession of
an Azurite?”
“Yes.”
“Do they intend to access human DNA
in these shared bodies and then leave
them to fend for themselves for another
26,000 years?”
“Yes.”
“Do the beings who migrated to 3D
Earth from the lower astral planes have
any idea what is planned?”
“No.”
“Would it be smart for these beings to
help prevent the alien hijacking that’s
ahead?”
“Yes.”
“Is aligning with You the best way to
do this?”
“Yes.”
Beings in Earth’s Lower Astral
Earth’s third density that we occupy is
the densest of the energy levels and it
is also closet to the lower astral planes.
Those who caution against using Ouija
Boards do so because the lowest astral
planes have close proximity to 3D.
These lower realms are occupied by
mostly negative invisibles. Examples
include disincarnate humans who led
evil lives on Earth and monsters that
magicians and supernatural beings
10
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created—often to harm others. In
magic, the word ‘conjure” means to
summon into existence. Many of the
beings in the lower astral planes are
the result of negligent practices—or,
a curse that trapped a being in a form
that was then sent to the lower astral
realms.
Because the lower astral planes are
uncomfortable, the beings who
occupy these layers often jump at any
opportunity to take control of a human or animal body in the 3D world.
To learn about these groups, I asked:
“Are You God? [3 variations].
“Yes.”
“Are the lower astral planes inhabited by beings that have been either
trapped or sent there since Earth was
created?
“Yes.”
“Are most of their circumstances due
to curses and experiments?”
“Yes.”
Due to the images of dragons and
snakes that appear in cultures across
the globe, particularly in Mark Amaru
Pinkham’s book, The Return of the
Serpents of Wisdom, I wondered if
there are real dragons in the lower
astral.
“Are there dragons in the lower astral
realms that are real?”
“Yes.”
“Are these dragons related to
Part X, Chapter X
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Reptilian extraterrestrials?”
“Yes.”
“Are they trapped in the lower astral
due to curses?”
“Yes.”
“Are the other non-human beings in
the lower astral also extraterrestrial?”
“Yes.”
“Are these astral-dwellers blocked
from asking for help?”
“No.”
“Can they make requests from the
astral or from a 3D human body?”
“Yes.”
“Do they understand this?”
“No.”

Alex Collier on Walk-ins
In addition to the alien and astral
migration that’s taken place for the last
three-to-four decades, there has been
a very recent wave of invisible aliens
taking body possession of humans. As
I began to ask questions about this
topic, I discovered that the numbers are
much larger than what have been described by contactees.
Michael Salla’s article, “Typology of
Extraterrestrial Races According to
Alex Collier and the Andromedans”
[2004], says 144,000 walk-ins are
present on the planet but the article is
five years old:
Seventy-two thousand walk-ins
are on the planet right now and
are a part of the Andromedan
Council.

Seventy-two thousand more are
coming in the next three years to
balance the negativity.

Earth’s invisible lower astral realms are occupied by
disincarnates who once led evil lives on Earth as well as
beings who were trapped or transformed by curses and
experiments. If given an opportunity, these beings
jump at a chance to occupy a human or animal body in
Earth’s third dimension.

To find out if there are 144,000
walk-ins on the planet, I asked:
“Are You God? [3 variations].
“Yes.”
“Are there more than 144,000
walk-ins on the planet?”
“Yes.”
“Are there more than
one million?”
“Yes.”
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making a second coming. There is
Later, I found out that there are more
than two billion walk-ins on the planet! a channeled message on the site that
claim that the Great White Brotherhood is not “Reptilian.” The same
Veiled References to Azurites
message says that human originated in
the Pleiades. In the channeled message
More than one [alien influenced]
titled, “Space Friends Are A Choice
author refers to a “negative” group
As The Earth Changes and The Importhat will ‘fight’ at the time of the
tance Of Discernment,” New Agers
Ascension. In Norma Milanovich’s
are told:
We the Arcturians, the Arcturian
named Juluionno says these “souls
As you may recall [from previous
will manifest anger.” After reading
channelings], the origination of
that P.M.H. Atwater called “anger”
humankind upon this planet came
an Indigo [also known as Azurites]
from the Pleiades.
‘signature,’ I wondered if the ‘angry’
If e-book readers recall, Chapter 9
souls who will be ‘fighting’ at the
explains that Mark Amaru Pinkham’s
Ascension are Azurites. I asked:
book, The Return of the Serpents of
“Are You God? [3 variations].
Wisdom, says that The Great White
“Yes.”
Brotherhood is Reptilian.
“Are the ‘angry fighters’ that the
Pleiadian “Serpents” are not hard to
Arcturian Juluionno refers to in
track. They’re described in Mark
Norma’s book Azurites?”
“Yes.”
“Are the [alien influenced] authors
trying to convince readers that Azurites
are wrong and they are right?”
“Yes.”
Alien Great White Brotherhood
The Ashtar Command Web [http://
ashtar.galactic2.net] is an example of a
“Great White Brotherhood” portal that
contains information about the Ascension as well as Sananda Jesus Christ
who will be posing as Jesus Christ
Part X, Chapter X

Ashtar Command logo from an Ashtar Command Web
sites containing a tag lines that reads: “The Airborne
Division of The Great White Brotherhood.”

Amaru Pinkham’s book as “androgenous serpents who came to Atlantis
from the Pleiades” who also “mated
with the human population.” ENKI
is also described as ‘androgenous” in
Mark’s book—just as he was by the
Dogon. In Chapter 11, we discovered
that “androgeny” means ‘self-fertilizing,’ and incapable of reproduction
with gendered humans. To check this,
I asked:
“Are You God? [3 variations].
“Yes.”
“Did the Pleaidians travel to Atlantis?”
“Yes.”
“Were they androgenous?”
“Yes.”
“Does this mean ‘incapable’ of
mating with humans?’
“Yes.”
“Can any of the human lineage be
traced to the Pleaides?”
“No.”
Several other books from New Age
authors who have channeled the
Pleaidians contain references to
“Reptilians.” Similar to the content
on the Ashtar Command Web site,
they also refer to human origins in the
Pleaides. In her book, Earth: Pleiadian
Keys to the Living Library, Barbara
Marciniak, who has been channeling
the Pleiadeans for over twenty years,
refers to “Man’s Reptilian Heritage.”
…to be continued
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